Dear Sir/Ms.,

Received a message on my answering machine today from Steve Johnson. He is NOT to call my residence again - I've had quite enough of his act! You "big city folks" must have a very poor opinion of us "po' country folks" in DeWitt County.

I complained about this person lying to us blatantly and not even trying to conceal the lie. And him and his crew laughing at me when I asked questions about protecting my family from his efforts. On tape! At a public meeting! I have no desire whatsoever to talk to this "gentleman"! I've already filed the complaints. Want I demand from him is a formal WRITTEN apology for both the lies and the public belittling and I demand the EPA correct the misinformation he has distributed here publicly.

And next time you might think twice before you laugh at a retired cop who is trying to protect his family from blatant government malfeasance. You will be hearing much more from and about me.

I'd like to thank you for the nice (if irrelevant) form letter and the unwelcome phone call from the person I'm complaining about. Why would anyone think I want to talk to him? Arrogant, dismissive behavior like this does make it easy for me to stay focused.

Sincerely,

George H. Wismiller

CC:

President Obama
Lisa Jackson
Bharat Mathur